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Abstract

In the traditional clustering mechanism there are number of irrelevant clusters are generating due to due to insufficient pre
request .In our proposed mechanism called genetic based segmentation mechanism by using advanced clustering metrics. This
method enhances the previous method of cluster the scientific documents based on abstraction features, so called GMS Clustering
algorithm. There are 5 kinds of abstraction features of documents are defined, including body, abstract, subtitle, keyword and title.
The mechanism of crossover and mutation in genetic algorithm is used to adjust the value of k and cluster center in the k-means
algorithm dynamically. Experimental result supports our approach as better concept. The main aim of this paper is to eliminate the
redundant documents and set priority to each document in the cluster. In the five Abstraction features, the clustering accuracy and
steadiness of subtitle are only less than that of body, but the efficiency is much better than body because the subtitle size is much less
than body size. The accuracy of clustering by combining subtitle and keyword is better than each of them individually, but is a little
less than that by combining subtitle, keyword and body. If the efficiency is an essential factor, clustering by combining subtitle and
keyword can be an optimal choice. The proposed system outperforms than the previous system.

----------------------------------------------------------------------***-----------------------------------------------------------------------1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, personalized information services play an
important role in people’s life. There are two important
problems worth researching in the fields. One is how to get and
describe user personal information, i.e. building user model, the
other is how to organize the information resources, i.e.
document clustering. Personal information is described exactly
only if user behaviour and the resource what they look for or
search have been accurately analysed. The effectiveness of a
personalized service depends on completeness and accuracy of
user model. The basic operation is organizing the information
resources. In this paper we focus on document clustering. At
present, as millions of scientific documents available on the
Web. Indexing or searching millions of documents and
retrieving the desired information has become an increasing
challenge and opportunity with the rapid growth of scientific
documents. Clustering plays an important role in analysis of
user interests in user model. So high-quality scientific
document clustering plays a more and more important role in
the real word applications such as personalized service and
recommendation systems. Clustering is a classical method in
data mining research. Scientific document clustering [6][8][9]
is a technique which puts related papers into a same group. The
documents within each group should exhibit a large degree of

similarity while the similarity among different clusters should
be minimized.
In general, there are lots of algorithms about clustering
[1][5][10][13], including partitioning methods[5] (k-means, kmedoids etc), hierarchical methods [16] (BIRCH, CURE, etc),
density-based methods (DBSCAN, OPTICS, etc), grid based
methods (STING, CLIQUE, etc) and model-based methods, etc.
In 1967, Mac Queen first put forward the k-means [2][3][4][7]
clustering algorithm. The k-means method has shown to be
effective in producing good clustering results for many
practical applications. However it suffers from some major
drawbacks that make it inappropriate for some applications.
One major disadvantage is that the number of cluster k must be
specified prior to application. And another is the sensitivity to
initialization. The two drawbacks of kmeans not only affect the
efficiency of the algorithm but also influence clustering
accuracy. There are many existing ddocument representation
approaches [11], including Boolen Approach, Vector Space
Model (VSM), Probabilistic Retrieval Model and Language
Model. At present the most popular document representation is
Vector Space Model (VSM).The most important goal of this
paper is to develop a technique which will guide the user to get
desired information with proper clustering of scientific
documents in web or information retrieval systems.
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In this paper we propose a high performance document
clustering algorithm (called CDCM GMS Clustering) based on
document’s Abstraction features, and the document properties
including Doctype, body, abstract, subtitle, keyword and title
We integrate several Abstraction features to represent
documents. We also use the thought of crossover and mutation
in genetic algorithm [14][15] to improve the k-means algorithm.
We merge and add cluster centers during the process of
clustering to adjust the value of k and cluster center
dynamically. Experimental result shows that our approach is
better in terms of clustering performance of the scientific
documents.

2. RELATED WORK
Information is better utilized when it is processed to be easier
to find, better organized, or summarized for eas-ier digestion.
Areas dealing with such problems are at the cross-roads of
information retrieval, machine learn-ing (e.g. classification and
clustering), and statistical analysis. Text and web mining
problems in particular use methodologies often spanning those
areas. Document clustering is an area that deals with the
unsupervised grouping of text documents into meaning-ful
groups, usually representing topics in the document collection.
It is one way to organize information with-out requiring prior
knowledge about the classification of documents, and could be
used as a base for document categorization by forming an
initial classification. Document clustering has many
applications, such as clustering of search engine results to
present organized and understandable results to the user (e.g.
Vivisimo1), clustering documents in a collection (e.g. digital libraries), automated (or semi-automated) creation of document
taxonomies (e.g. Yahoo and Open Directory styles), and
efficient information retrieval by focusing on relevant subsets
(clusters) rather than whole collections. Perhaps the most
popular application of document clus-tering is the Google
News2 service, which uses document clustering techniques to
group news articles from mul-tiple news sources to provide a
combined overview of news around the Web. Traditionally,
document clustering has been studied as a centralized process;
i.e. all data is assumed to be present at a central site, then a
single process applies A more wider view of how clustering
can be applied in distributed environments is outlined in Table
1.clustering to the data .
Table 1: Types of data and clustering process distribu- tion
Centralized Data - Centralized Clustering (CD-CC) This is the
standard approach where the clustering process and data both
reside on the same machine. Distributed Data - Centralized
Clustering (DD-CC) Data might be dispersed across different
machines, a typical case in the Web domain, while the
clustering process runs on a single machine. Centralized Data -
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Distributed Clustering (CD-DC) Data is stored in one location,
with clustering processes running on different machines
accessing the same data; a typical case of parallel processing.
Distributed Data - Distributed Clustering (DD-DC) The highest
level of distribution, where both the data and the clustering
processes are distributed.

2.2 Key Steps Of Document Clustering
2.2.1 Document Segmentation:
As it is necessary to segment document into words before
document feature extraction, in our research, we use lexicon
based Word segmentation tools of the ICTCLAS (Institute of
Computing Technology, Chinese Lexical Analysis System).
However, its lexicon version is too low so that we add a large
amount of new words into this lexicon and remove stop words
from the result set of words segmentation.

2.2.2 Document Representation and Feature-Words
Selection
As we know, Vector Space Model (VSM) is widely used in
document clustering, in which each n-dimensional vector
represents a document. In this paper, VSM can be represented
as (1).[a]. classical TF-IDF as the clustering keywords weight
calculation method because it has an advantage in considering
words occurrence frequency not only in a document but also in
the whole date set. Furthermore, in this paper the size of each
document is also taken into account, and the parameter weight
is defined by (2).[a]

2.2.3 Similarity Measurement
After the document representation using VSM, a document can
be represented by a point in n-dimensional space, while the
similarity measurement between different documents was
represented by the distance between corresponding points. The
closer the distance between the two points is in n-dimensional,
the more similar the documents represented by the two points is,
and vice versa. To calculate the distance, there are many
different methods, such as Mahalanobis distance and Euclidean
distance, etc. The more similar two documents is, the more
similar coefficient close to 1, conversely, the similar coefficient
is close to 0. In this paper, documents’ similarity here is
presented by cosine similarity which is defined by (3)[a]

3. PROPOSED MODEL
3.1 Closed Document Clustering Method based on
Abstraction Features:
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The main characteristics of document clustering algorithm
based on Abstraction features, so called on Abstraction features,
so called GMS-Clustering. We introduce Closed Document
Clustering Method (CDCM) by using advanced clustering
metrics.
In this paper we introduce a new technique called Document
division similarity metrics document clustering approach by
using the advanced search techniques to eliminate the
redundant duplicate document and this techniques sets the
priority to each document while clustering. We compare the
documents with various document formats using the previous
Abstraction Feature method .This method works close to
cluster the documents.
1) Six kinds of Abstraction features are defined according to
the analysis of content and structure of scientific document,
including document type (T) body (B), abstract (A), subtitle
(S), keyword (K) and title (T). And the importance of these
features to scientific document clustering will be compared
through experiments. 2) In view of the two drawbacks of kmeans algorithm, the thought of crossover and mutation in
genetic algorithm is used to improve the k-means algorithm.
Adjust the values of k and cluster center dynamically by
merging and adding cluster centers in the process of clustering.
The implementation of clustering algorithm introduces below.

3.2 Document Presentation Based on Abstraction
Features
As the most widely used document presentation method, the
mentioned model VSM represents document in two ways. In
one way we can segment words and select clustering keywords
according to words’ frequency by mainly analyzing the body of
the document, or put clustering keywords selected in the first
time into selection from the whole document, and according to
the clustering keywords’ position, their weight shall be adjusted
if they occurrences in title or abstract. In the other way, only
title and abstract are analyzed to retrieve clustering keywords
and do further clustering, though effective, the result obtained
in this way is not accurate enough.In this paper, a document
representation based on Abstraction features is defined with a
full consideration of the importance of each Abstraction feature
in the whole document. Therefore, we segment words on the
basis of every Abstraction feature independently and retrieve
clustering keywords from each part with features extraction
method introduced above. And according to the importance of
every Abstraction feature, it shall be adjusted for the clustering
keywords’ weight of comprehensive document representation,
with be obtained by (4)[a] and comprehensive document
presentation shown in (5)[a] where B(Wij)means the weight of
clustering keyword i in body part, and the values of a, b, c, d, e
must be either part equal to 0 or all no less than 1. In our
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experiment we set the values of a and b equal to 2, others equal
to 1. K-means Algorithm Optimization Based on Crossover and
Mutation
Take advantage of the idea of crossover and mutation in
genetic algorithm during the process of clustering, this
algorithm dynamically adjusts the values of k as well as cluster
center by means of mergence and addition, to achieve kmeans
algorithm optimization. Optimized clustering algorithm process
is as follows[a].
Input: The initial number of cluster center k, Similarity
Threshold. In our experiment we set the value of k equal to 4.
Output: The clustering clusters formed finally (the number of
clusters not necessarily equals k).
Step 1 Initialize cluster centers. First of all, it is necessary to
check whether the newly selected cluster center is the existed
one. If it is, the cluster center can be reproduced. Or else
calculate the similarity between the current centers and selected
one and compare this similarity with metric. If the Smiilarity is
bigger, reselect a document as a new center and go back to
execute step 1 once more until the number of cluster center
equal to k.
Step 2 Calculate the similarity between each data and each
cluster center, and then compare the biggest similarity with a
given threshold On one hand, if the similarity is bigger, the data
shall be put into a cluster with its similarity biggest.On the
other hand, the thought of mutation in the genetic algorithm is
used in here, the data should be added into cluster enter as a
new one which can cause cluster center number change.
Step 3 Recalculate the center of each cluster which is defined
as the arithmetic average value of all data in this cluster. For
example, it is assumed that there are 3 documents in the first
cluster, which are[a]
Step 4 Calculate the similarity for every pair of new cluster
centers obtained in step 3. The thought of crossover in genetic
algorithm is used in here. Two clusters have to be merged if the
similarity between them is bigger than _. For example, there
are 2 cluster centers: center1 and center 2 and the two merged
into one cluster center, that is[a]
Step 5 Execute step 2, step 3 and step 4 once more, and
finish this process if cluster center reaches a stable value or
maximize iteration times, or else return to step 2 and continue
to execute this process.

4. TEST ENVIRONMENT
4.1 Clustering Results:
Text data sets are from 195 articles of scientific and technical
document including 47 articles of Clustering Algorithm (CA),
58 articles of Data Mining (DM) 43 articles of Cloud
Computing (CC) and 47 articles of Genetic Algorithm (GA).
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We pre-treatment the data set, we separately extract five
Abstraction features of each document to a save to the database
table. The overall performance of CDCM is better than the
previous method. The first step of the experiment: firstly, make
word segment For six Abstraction features independently,
remove stop words and extract clustering keywords; then, make
a clustering for each Abstraction feature that represents
documents independently. The experimental result is shown in
TABLE I.Where the k-means shows the basic clustering
algorithm and make the body representing the documents, all
others adopt the improved algorithm.
The overall performance of CDCM versus GMS methods with
different combinational settings higher shown in figure 2.

Table I. Results Of Clustering By Five Abstraction Features
Through the analysis of the first step of the experimental results,
we could conclude as follows:
1) Because the value of the k is equal to 4, so the basic
algorithm and the improved algorithm to clustering have the
same results when make the body representing document
independently. But the clustering running time are reduced
when use the improved algorithm.
2) The clustering performance by Abstraction features body
and subtitle are best in representing documents independently,
and good steady is exhibited in these types of data sets. What’s
more, the Abstraction feature body has slightly better clustering
results than subtitle.
3) The Abstraction feature keyword is better than abstract and
title in clustering effect, moreover, abstract and title are poor in
the stability of the clustering result by representing document
independently. Among these three Abstraction features,
clustering has a good effect in a new subject or a subject with
fewer applications. However, it has a relatively poor effect in
subject with extensive applications.
4) The Abstraction features title has poor clustering results in
subject with extensive applications. Under the first step of the
experimental results, we make an analysis of clustering results
obtained through different Abstraction features representing the
document independently. We make different combinations of
Abstraction features to represent the document and clustering.
The result is shown in TABLE II.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper implements a method to cluster the scientific
documents based on Abstraction features (CDCM-GMSClustering). And through the deep analysis of these clustering
results we find some useful information as follows:
1) In the six Abstraction features, body representing documents
Independently to cluster have the best accuracy and steadiness,
and subtitle is next. However, the clustering effect of abstract,
keyword and title are not very good, especially in the widely
applied field of knowledge clustering.
2) The accuracy of clustering by combining subtitle and
keyword is better than each of them individually. Moreover,
operation time can be saved greatly for the less effective
characters in the two parts. If the efficiency is an essential
factor, clustering by combining subtitle and keyword can be an
optimal choice.
3) If the higher accuracy is demanded, clustering combining
body, subtitle and keyword is a better choice. This paper also
uses the thought of crossover and mutation in genetic algorithm
to improve the k-means algorithm and heightens the efficiency
greatly by adjusting the values of k and cluster center
dynamically in the process of clustering.
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